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Summary on BITCOIN-Essay 
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By Gerald Häge 

 
Bitcoin: A strategic instrument of international bank cooperation to 

destroy huge money(-surplus)-volumes in a sudden without 
someone can be held responsible for? 

 
• European-Union politics is dying, negative interest rates, increasing 
social damage, increasing automatization and digitalization: Huge money 
volumes cover more and more problems in society, in countries and in 
economies. 
• Rubbish spread by social networks in an unbelievable speed-dimension 
leading to strange perception of masses in population (radicalism; left 
and right). 
• The world near to the cultural total exitus? Average life-expectation of 
80-90 years. All burned out already in the age of 13-20 in-between? 
• „Life your dream“, „I live my dream“, general phrases of a hyper-
individualized society … loosing all values and respect? 
• Politicians are speechless…no, better…talking a lot, without any sense 
… searching for arguments they cannot find. 
• Infrastructures and markets (medical, educational, logistics, energy, 
consumption, tourism, real estate…) are collapsing on a daily basis. 
Strategy is today worth and valid one day…“today tomorrow is already 
yesterday“. An advertisement in the 70ties for the KODAK-corporation 
which has become dramatic reality. 
• Investors are searching desperately for returns around the level of 2 %. 
• Dramatically increasing individual leisure time, horrible demographics 
(Germany: 45 Mio. retired, 20(?) Mio. refugees, 20 Mio. growing up and 
working). That is not healthy. Discussion about 26 hours work a week 
with demands of unions of 6% salary increase. Tremendous burden in 
terms of health care and costs for it. On top the tendency of youth to 
search their limits in party, drugs, sports and hobbies… 
• Again: parties, events, travelling, topmodels, superstars, 
singers…where is the  baker? Where is the butcher? The guy repairing a 
watch or shoes? All on holiday! To issue a fax - if you do not own a fax-
machine - takes you in Germany roughly 3-4 hours. 
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• Logistic services blocking roads due to the delivery of Amazon-goods. 
• Mature markets all over the world … still increasing speed due to the 
rush for margins. More and more advertising. 
• In the understanding of amateur-economist there is only one way: „Up!“ 
Increasing prices to optimize individual welfare. Having a look at simple 
and basic economical school-books teaches something else: The 
recommendation of increasing prices and more advertising with declining 
margins simply ends in the opposite than intended. Money is just burned. 
Still … this needs the ability to reading or listening. 
• The result can easily be seen in our ghost-towns. 
• Within another two generations a average human being looks like a 
green fat Eurasian pyknic, with a long beart, tattoos all the time talking 
with his iPhone, doing selfies and filling the cloud with bullshit. Here 
there is also just one way: „Dawn and down!“ 
• Then we expect finally Coca-Cola, Mc Donald’s, Starbucks and the 
German Oktoberfest on the Galapagos, as well. Along the whole year … 
for 80-90 years. Mass-uniformity in retro and vintage … urban stylish life 
with intoxicating events as human credo for the future. 
• Next to the big multinationals this reality is the fault of banks, money 
policy, insurances. 
• the latest funny instrument is BITCOIN with the ability to empty the air 
in a balloon in a sudden without someone being responsible, since 
anything is virtual. 
• The only reason for this instrument can be seen in the dimension to set 
free pressure within a sudden. 
• Is this good or bad? As always, it depends … 
• Sooner or later the banks will have full access to steer the world with 
this instrument…they are closest … still have the power, since they are 
able to access the money of their customers and exploit this for their own 
use … and of course the intention to maintain their individual positions. 
• There is an alternative…no bank is responsible…the computer itself 
causes the crash … even better … we could call it fate … maybe 
…virtual fate then. 
• To protect population from these effects need functioning structures in 
society. Still, the structures are too slow in anticipating and correcting 
dysfunctions … It is the fight of slow speed of humans in their 
communication and decision-making processes … against the almost 
endless speed of our virtual world to create fate. Governments, their 
power and forces are not able to compete with the speed oft the virtual 
fate. 
• Result will be: Those who caused the mess are on top again … in a first 
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step just seemingly … and maybe on a low level … but they are 
recovering first … that is immanent….and it starts again...this time on a 
even worse level. 
• So we are in a situation where John Lennon was right: „Imagine….we 
all could live at once …“ The question remains: Does this make sense? 
Is it helpful, if we are all lying in the green grass, looking in the sun, just 
having party? 
 

So what can be the recommendation? 

 
• No more European Union, countries with their currencies representing 
productivity of a country. 
• Help others to make them helping themselves. 
• Reinstall boarders, passport-checks, improve power of forces (police, 
jurisdiction, legislation, military…). 
• Improve infrastructures as already mentioned above. 
• Best times on earth have been the 1980ties … based on unstable 
equilibrium of political forces…we can call it respect…that bears a lot. 


